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With the intense globalization of enterprises, enterprises should strengthen inner 
management and utilize statistics and analysis of data to response to turn of the market on 
order to survive in the fierce market competition. Report, an important method to master 
dynamic information among different departments, is designed for enterprise’s personnel to 
construct and inquiry report more conveniently and quickly; for enhancing the application 
value of source database. The present Report System lacks of flexibility, flexible definition 
of inquiry conditions and is unable to connect databases cross-platform simultaneously. It 
cannot meet user desire for many variable factors of general report. 
Design and implementation of Automatic Report System is to improve the flexibility 
of report definition; to reduce future system maintenance as well as to satisfy user’s 
dynamic requirement. It can connect sources of cross-platform data and do the calculations 
of input and output data. It can also present relative figures and tables according to the 
calculation and perform the function of complex report self-defining to some extent. 
Besides, Automatic Report System has good scalability.There are for sub-modules 
including ProcessQuery, Define QueryMaker and ProcessReport. The main work in this 
thesis goes as follow:  
1. According to the requirements of Automatic Report System, we designed the 
architecture and functions of this system. we also designed the business flow which 
is based on the requirements of users, and then introduced the development tools 
and how to config them further.  
2. According to the approach of the designing a DataBase, we designed the database of 
the Automatic Report System with the process of designing conception structure、
logical structure、physical structure. and described how to carry out this database. 
3. Base on the architecture and function of this system, we implemented the query and 
render trading module, which is a submodual of the Automatic Report System. 
4. We designed the Automatic Report System interfaces, and also intergratied and 
deployed the system, finally, we carryed out the system test.  
This thesis is based on the software engineering idea. It contains needs analysis, and 
















perspectives including system framework and database design, developmental environment 
configuration, coding and testing. 
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Microsoft SQL Server OLAP Services、Microsoft Access 2000、dBASE、Microsoft 
FoxProMicrosoft Excel、Oracle、Paradox、SQL Server 以及文本文件数据库。 
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